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Abstract. Data fragmentation in flash SSDs is a common problem that
leads to performance degradation, especially when the underlying stor-
age devices become aged by heavily updating workloads. This paper
addresses that problem in MongoDB, a popular document storage in
the current market, by introducing a novel stream mapping scheme that
based on unique characteristics of MongoDB. The proposal method has
low overhead and independent with data models and workloads. We use
YCSB and Linkbench with various cache sizes and workloads to evalu-
ate our proposal approaches. Empirical results shown that in YCSB and
Linkbench, our methods improved the throughput by more than 44%
and 43.73% respectively; reduced 99th-percentile latency by up to 29%
and 24.67% in YCSB and Linkbench respectively. In addition, by tuning
the leaf page size in B+Tree of MongoDB, we can significantly improve
the throughput by 3.37x and 2.14x in YCSB and Linkbench respectively.
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1 Introduction

Flash solid state drives (SSDs) have several advantages over hard drives e.g. fast
IO speed, low power consumption, and shock resistance. One unique character-
istic of NAND flash SSDs is “erase-before-update” i.e. one data block should be
erased before writing on new data pages. Garbage collection (GC) in flash SSD
is responsible for maintaining free blocks. Reclaiming a non-empty data block
is expensive because: (1) erase operation itself takes orders of magnitude slower
than read and write operations [1], and (2) if the block has some valid pages,
GC first copy back those pages to another empty block before erasing the block.

Typically, locality of data access has a substantial impact on the performance
of flash memory and its lifetime due to wear-leveling. IO workload from client
queries has skewness i.e. small proportion of data that has frequently accessed
[10,11,15]. In flash-based storage systems, hot data identification is the process of
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distinguishing logical block addresses (LBAs) that have frequently accessed data
(hot data) with the others less frequently accessed data (cold data). Informally,
data fragmentation in flash SSD happens when writing data pages with different
lifetimes to a block in an interleaved way. In that case, one physical block includes
hot data and cold data which in turn increases the overhead of reclaiming blocks
significantly. Prior researchers solved the problem by identifying hot/cold data
either based on history address information [12] or based on update frequency
[13,14]. However, those approaches had a degree of overhead for keeping track
of metadata in DRAM as well as CPU cost for identifying hot/cold blocks.
Min et al. [16] designed a Flash-oriented file system that groups hot and cold
segments according to write frequency. In another approach, TRIM command
is introduced to aid upper layers in user space and kernel space notifying flash
FTL which data pages are invalid and no longer needed, thus reducing the GC
overhead by avoiding unnecessary copy back of those pages when reclaiming new
data blocks [18].

Recently, NoSQL solutions have become popular and been alternatives to
traditional relational database management systems (RDBMSs). Among many
NoSQL solutions, MongoDB1 is one of the representative document stores with
WiredTiger2 as the default storage engine that shares many common charac-
teristics with traditional RDBMS such as transaction processing, multi-version
concurrency control (MVCC), and secondary index supporting. Moreover, there
is a conceptual mapping between MongDB’s data model and traditional table-
based data model in RDBMS [7]. Therefore, MongoDB is interested not only
by developers from industrial but also from researchers in academia. Most of
the researchers compared between RDBMSs and NoSQLs [3,4], addressing data
modeling transformation [8,9] or load-balanced sharding [5,6].

Performance degradation due to data fragmentation also exists in NoSQL
solutions with SSDs as the underlying storage devices. For example, NoSQL
DBMSs such as Cassandra and RocksDB take the log-structured merge (LSM)
tree [21] approach have different update lifetime for files in each level of LSM
tree. Kang et al. [10] proposed a Multi-streamed SSD (MSSD) technique to solve
data fragmentation in Cassandra. The key idea is assigning different streams to
different file types then groups data pages with similar update lifetimes into same
physical data blocks. Extended from the previous research, Yang et al. Adopting
file-based mapping scheme from Cassandra to RocksDB is inadequate because
in RocksDB, there are concurrency compaction threads that compact files into
several files. Therefore writes on files with different lifetime are located in the
same stream. To address that problem, Yang et al. [11] extended the previous
mapping scheme with a novel stream mapping with locking scheme for RocksDB.

To the best of our knowledge, no study has investigated on data fragmenta-
tion problem in MongoDB using multi-streamed SSD technique. Nguyen et al.
[17] exploited TRIM command to reduce overhead in MongoDB. However, TRIM
command does not entirely solve data fragmentation [11]. WiredTiger uses

1 https://www.mongodb.com/mongodb-architecture.
2 http://source.wiredtiger.com/2.7.0/index.html.
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B+Tree implementation for its collection files as well as index files. However,
the page sizes of internal pages and leaf pages in collection files are not equal
i.e. 4 KB and 32 KB respectively. Meanwhile, the smaller page size is known to
work better for flash SSD because it can help reducing write amplification ratio
[2], so we can further improve throughput in WiredTiger by tuning smaller leaf
page size.

In this paper, we propose a novel boundary-based stream mapping to exploit
the unique characteristic of WiredTiger. We further extend the boundary-based
stream mapping by introducing an on-line high efficient stream mapping based
on data locality. We summarize our contributions as below:

– We investigated WiredTiger’s block management in detail and pointed out
two causes for data fragmentation: (1) writing on files have different life-
times, and (2) there is internal fragmentation in collection files and index
files. We adopt a simple stream mapping scheme based on those observa-
tions that map each file types with different streams. Further, we proposal
a novel stream mapping scheme for WiredTiger based on the boundaries
on collection files or index files. This approach improves the throughput in
YCSB [19] and Linkbench [20] up to 44% and 43.73% respectively, improved
the 99th-percentile latency in YCSB and Linkbench up to 29% and 24.67%
respectively.

– We suggested a simple optimization of changing the leaf page size in B+tree
from its default value 32 KB to 4 KB. In combination with the multi-streamed
optimization, this simple tuning technique improved the throughput by three-
fold and 2.16x for YCSB and Linkbench respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 explains the back-
ground of multi-streamed SSD and MongoDB in detail. Proposal methods are
described in Sect. 3. We explain the leaf page size optimization in Sect. 4.
Section 5 discusses evaluation results and analysis. Lastly, the conclusion is given
in Sect. 6.

2 Background

2.1 Multi-streamed SSD

Kang et al. [10] originally proposed the idea of mapping streams to different files
so that data pages with similar update lifetime are grouped in the same physical
block. Figure 1 illustrates how different between regular SSD and multi-streamed
SSD (MSSD) work. Suppose that the device had eight logical block addresses
(LBAs) and divided into two groups: hot data (LBA2, LBA4, LBA6, LBA8),
and cold data are remains. There are two write sequences for both regular SSD
and MSSD. The first sequence is written continuously from LBA1 to LBA8, and
then the second write sequence only includes hot LBAs i.e. LBA6, LBA2, LBA4,
and LBA8.

In regular SSD, after the first write sequence, LBAs are mapped to block
0 and block 1 according to write order regardless of hot or cold data.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between normal SSD and multi-streamed SSD

When the second write sequence occurs, new coming writes are done in empty
block 2, corresponding old LBAs become invalid in block 0 and block 1. If the
GC process reclaims block 1, there is an overhead for copying back LBA5 and
LBA7 to another free block before erasing block 1.

The write sequences are similar in MSSD; however, in the first write sequence,
LBAs assigned to a corresponding stream according to their hotness values.
Consequently, all hot data grouped into block 1. After the second write sequence
finished, all LBAs in block 1 become invalid and erasing block 1 in such case is
quite fast, due to the copying back overhead is eliminated.

2.2 MongoDB and WiredTiger

MongoDB and RDBMS. Document store shares many similar characteris-
tics to traditional RDBMS such as transaction processing, secondary indexing,
concurrency controlling. MongoDB has emerged as standard document stores
in NoSQL solutions. There is a conceptually mapping between the data model
in RDBMS and the one in MongoDB. While database concept is same for both
models; tables, rows, and columns in RDMBS can be seen as collections, doc-
uments, and document fields in MongoDB, respectively. Typically, MongoDB
encodes documents as BSON3 format and uses WiredTiger as the default stor-
age engine since the version 3.0. WiredTiger uses B+Tree implementation for
collection files as well as index files. In collection file, maximum page sizes are
4 KB and 32 KB for internal pages and leaf pages respectively. From now on,
we use WiredTiger and MongoDB interchangeably unless there is some specific
distinguishes.

Block Management. Understanding internal block management of
WiredTiger is the key to optimizing the system using MSSD approach.
3 http://bsonspec.org/spec.html.

http://bsonspec.org/spec.html.
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WiredTiger uses extents to represent location information of data blocks in mem-
ory i.e. offsets and sizes.

Each checkpoint keeps track of three linked lists of extents for managing
allocated space, discard space, and free space, respectively. WiredTiger keeps
only one special checkpoint called live checkpoint in DRAM that includes block
management information for the current working system. When a checkpoint is
called, before writing the current live checkpoint to disk, WireTiger fetches the
previous checkpoint from the storage device to DRAM; then merges its extent
lists with the live checkpoint. Consequently, reused allocated space from the
previous checkpoint after the merging phase finished. During the checkpoint
time, WiredTiger discards unnecessary log files and the reset the log write offset
to zero.

An important observation is that, once a particular region of the storage
device is allocated in a checkpoint, it is reused again in the next checkpoint.
That forms an internal fragmentation in the storage device that leads to the
high overhead of GC process if the underlying storage is SSD. Next section
discusses this problem in detail.

3 Boundary-Based Stream Mapping

3.1 Asymmetric Amount of Data Written to File Types

The amount of data written to files is a reliable criterion to identify the bottle-
neck of the storage engine and the root cause of data fragmentation that leads
to high overhead in GC process.

Table 1. The proportions of data written to file types with various of workloads

Benchmark Operation ratio Colls Pri. 2nd indexes Journal

C:R:U:D Indexes

Y-Update-Heavy 0:50:50:0 93.6 n/a n/a 6.4

Y-Update-Only 0:0:100:0 89.6 n/a n/a 10.4

LB-Original 12:69:15:4 58.6 3.1 37.22 1.08

LB-Mixed 12:0:84:4 66.1 0.5 31.13 2.27

LB-Update-Only 0:0:100:0 67.6 0.02 30.2 2.18

Table 1 shows the proportions of data written to collection files, index
files and journal files under various workloads with different operations i.e.
create, read, update, delete (CRUD). For simple data model, YCSB work-
load A (Y-Update-Heavy), and YCSB only update workload (Y-Update-Only)
are carried out. To experiment more complex data model, we use original
Linkbench workload (LB-Original), mixed operations workload (LB-Mixed), and
only update Linkbench workload (LB-Update-Only). Write ratios to other files
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e.g. metadata, system data, are too small i.e. less than 0.1%, that can be excluded
from the table.

As observed from the table, write distributions to file types are different
depending on the CRUD ratios of the workload. In YCSB benchmark, since the
data model is simple key-value with only one collection file and one primary
index file, almost writes are on collection file, and there is no update on primary
index file. In Linkbench, however, collection files and secondary index files are
hot data which have frequency accessed, primary index files and journal files are
cold data that receive the low proportion of writes i.e. less than 5% in total. This
observation implicates that difference written ratios in file types lead to hot data
and cold data locate in the same physical data block in SSD that result in high
overhead in GC process as explained in the previous section.

To solve this problem, we use a simple file-based optimization that assigns
different streams for different file types. To minimize the overhead of the system,
we assign a file to a corresponding stream only when open that file. Table 3 in
Sect. 5 describes the detail of stream mapping in file-based method.

3.2 Multi-streamed SSD Boundary Approach

We further analyze the write patterns of WiredTiger to improve the optimiza-
tion. We define write region (region in short) is the area between two logical
file offsets that data is written on in a duration of time. Figure 2 illustrates the
written patterns of different file types in the system under Linkbench benchmark
with LB-Update-Only workload in two hours using blktrace. The x-axis is the
elapsed time in seconds, the y-axis is the file offset. DirectIO mode is used to
eliminate the effect of Operating System cache. Collection file and secondary
index file have heavily random write pattern on two regions i.e. top and bottom
that separated by a boundary in dashed line as illustrated in Fig. 2(a), and (c).
In the other hand, the primary index file and journal file follow sequence write
patterns as illustrated in Fig. 2(b), and (d) respectively.

Fig. 2. Write patterns of various file types in WiredTiger with Linkbench benchmark,
(a) Collection file, (b) primary index file, (c) secondary index, and (d) journal file
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Algorithm 1. Boundary-based stream mapping
1: Require: boundary of each collection file and index file has computed
2: Input: file, and offset to write on
3: Output: sid - stream assign for this write
4: boundary ← getboundary(file)
5: if file is collection then
6: if offset < boundary then
7: sid ← COLL SID1
8: else
9: sid ← COLL SID2

10: else if file is index then
11: if offset < boundary then
12: sid ← IDX SID1
13: else
14: sid ← IDX SID2
15: else � Other files i.e. metadata
16: sid ← OTHER SID

One important observation is that, at a given point of time, the amount
of data written to two regions i.e. top and bottom is asymmetric and switches
after each checkpoint. In this paper, we call that phenomenon is asymmetric
regions writing. Due to the asymmetric regions writing phenomenon, for a given
file, there is an internal fragmentation that dramatically affects to the overhead
of GC in SSDs. Obviously, file-based optimization is inadequate to solve the
problem. In this approach, writes on one file are mapped with one stream, thus
inside that stream, internal fragmentation still occurs. Therefore, we proposal a
novel stream assignment named boundary-based stream mapping. The key idea
is using the file boundary that separates the logical address of a given file to
the top region and the bottom region. As described in Algorithm 1, firstly, the
boundary of each collection and index file is computed as the last file offset after
the load phase finished. Then in query phase, before writing a block data on a
given file, the boundary is retrieved again as in line 4, based on the boundary
values and the file types, the stream mapping is carried out as in line 7, 9, 12,
14, and 16. After stream id is mapped, the write command to the underlying file
is given as posix fadvise(fid, offset, sid, advice), where fid is file identify, offset
is the offset to write on, sid is stream id mapped and advice is passed as a
predefined constant.

4 B+Tree Leaf Page Size Tuning

WiredTiger uses B+Tree to implement collection files and index files. Accesses to
internal pages are usually more frequent than leaf pages. Due to page replacement
policy in the buffer pool, internal pages are kept in DRAM longer than leaf pages.
So there is an asymmetric amount of data written to components of B+Tree as
presented in Table 2. We keep track of the number of writes on each component
of B+Tree by modifying the original source code of WiredTiger. Exclude from
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typical components i.e. root page, internal page, and leaf page, extent page is
a special type that only keeps metadata for extent lists in a checkpoint. For
only update workload, while writes only occur on collection file in YCSB, both
collection files and index files in Linkbench are updated. Because root pages and
internal pages are accessed more frequent than leaf pages, WiredTiger keeps them
in DRAM as long as possible and mostly writes them to disk at the checkpoint
time belong with extent pages. In the other hand, leaf pages are flushed out not
only at the checkpoint time but also at the normal thread through evicting dirty
pages from buffer pool in the reconciliation process. Therefore, more than 99%
of the total writes occur on leaf pages.

Table 2. Percentage of writes on page types in collection files and index files in YCSB
and Linkbench

Benchmark Collection (%) Index (%)

Root Int. Leaf Ext. Root Int. Leaf Ext.

page page page page page page page page

YCSB 5e−5 0.27 99.72 9.3e−5 0 0 0 0

Linkbench 7e−5 0.61 39.86 14e−5 13e−5 0.28 59.23 26e−5

Note that the default sizes for internal pages and leaf pages are 4 KB and
32 KB respectively. Large leaf page size leads to high write amplification such
that some bytes update from workload lead to whole 32 KB data page written out
to disk. It becomes worse with heavy random update workload such that almost
99 percent of writes occur on leaf pages. We suggest a simple but effective tuning
that decreases the leaf page size from its default 32 KB to 4 KB. This changing
improves the throughput significantly as discussed in the next section.

5 Evaluation and Analysis

5.1 Experimental Settings

We conducted the experiments with YCSB 0.5.04 and LinbenchX 0.15 (an
extended version of Linkbench that supports MongoDB) as the top client layer
and used various of workloads as illustrated in Table 1. We use 23 million 1-KB
documents in YCSB and maxid1 equal to 80 million in Linkbench respectively. In
the server-side, we adopt a stand-alone MongoDB 3.2.16 server with WiredTiger
as storage engine. Cache sizes vary from 5 GB to 30 GB, other settings in
WiredTiger are kept as default. To enable multi-streamed technique, we use a
modified Linux kernel 3.13.11 along with customized Samsung 840 Pro as in [11].

4 https://github.com/brianfrankcooper/YCSB/releases/tag/0.5.0.
5 https://github.com/Percona-Lab/linkbenchX.
6 https://github.com/mongodb/mongo/archive/r3.2.1.tar.gz.

https://github.com/brianfrankcooper/YCSB/releases/tag/0.5.0.
https://github.com/Percona-Lab/linkbenchX.
https://github.com/mongodb/mongo/archive/r3.2.1.tar.gz.
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To exclude the network latency, we setup the client layer and the server layer on
the same commodity server with 48 cores Intel Xeon 2.2 GHz processor, 32 GB
DRAM. We execute all benchmarks during 2 hours with 40 client threads.

5.2 Multi-streamed SSD Optimization Evaluation

To evaluate the effect of our proposal multi-streamed SSD based methods we con-
ducted experiments with different stream mapping schemes as shown in Table 3.
In the original WiredTiger, there is no stream mapping; thus all file types use
stream 0 that reserve for files in Linux Kernel as default. In file-based stream
mapping, we used total four streams that map each stream to a file type. In
boundary-based stream mapping, metadata files and journal files are mapped
in the same way with the file-based approach. The different is that there is two
streams map with collection files, one for all top regions and another for the
bottom regions. We map streams for index files in the same manner without
considering primary index files or secondary index files.

Figure 3 illustrates the throughput results for various benchmarks and work-
loads. Note that in Linkbench benchmark with maxid1 equals to 80 million, the
total index size is quite large i.e. 33 GB that requires the buffer pool size large
enough to keep almost index files in DRAM. In addition, in LB-Original work-
load that exist read operations, pages tend to fetched in and flush out buffer

Table 3. Stream mapping schemes

Method Kernel Metadata Journal Collections Indexes

Original 0 0 0 0 0

File-based 0 1 2 3 4

Boundary-based 0 1 2 3,4 5,6
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Fig. 3. Throughput of optimized methods compared with the original
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pool more frequent hence we use large cache sizes i.e. 20 GB, 25 GB, and 30 GB
in LB-Original workload. In general, multi-streamed based methods have greater
throughput than the original. The more frequent writing the workload has, the
more benefit multi-streamed based approaches gain.

In YCSB benchmark, boundary-based shows the throughput improve up to
23% at 5 GB cache size and 44% at the cache size is 30 GB in Y-Update-
Heavy and Y-Update-Only workload respectively. For Linkbench benchmark,
the boundary-based method has throughput improve up to 23.26%, 28.12%, and
43.73% for LB-Original, LB-Mixed, and LB-Update-Only respectively. In the
YCSB benchmark, the percentage of throughput improvement of the boundary-
based method has remarkable gaps compared with file-based that up to approx-
imate 14% and 24.4% for Y-Update-Heavy and Y-Update-Only respectively.
However, those differences become smaller in Linkbench that just 6.84%, 11%
and 18.8% for LB-Original, LB-Mixed, and LB-Update-Only respectively. For
NoSQL applications in distributed environment, it is also important to con-
sider the 99th-percentile latency of the system to ensure clients have accept-
able response times. Figure 4 shows the 99th-percentile latency improvements of
multi-streamed based methods compared with the original. Overall, similar with
throughput improvement, 99th-percentile latency correlates with the overhead
of the GC hence the better one method solve data fragmentation, the lower
99th-percentile latency it reduces.
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Fig. 4. Latency of optimized methods compared with the original

Boundary-based is better than file-based method. In YCSB, compared
with the original WiredTiger, the boundary-based method reduces the 99th-
percentile latency 29.3%, 29% for Y-Update-Heavy, Y-Update-Only, respectively.
In Linkbench, it reduces up to 24.13%, 16.56%, and 24.67% for LB-Original, LB-
Mixed, and LB-Update-Only respectively. Once again, boundary-based benefits
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in reducing the latency in simple data model i.e. YCSB decrease a little in com-
plex data model i.e. Linkbench.

5.3 Leaf Page Size Optimization Evaluation

To evaluate the impact of leaf page size we conducted the experiment on orig-
inal WiredTiger as well as our proposal method with YCSB benchmark and
Linkbench using various workloads and cache sizes for 32 KB leaf page size
(default) and 4 KB leaf page size. For the space limitation in the paper, we
only show the throughput results of the heaviest write workloads i.e. Y-Update-
Only and LB-Update-Only as in Fig. 5. Overall, compared with the original
WiredTiger 32-KB as the based line, Boundary-based-4 KB leaf page shows dra-
matically improvement of throughput that up to 3.37x and 2.14x for Y-Update-
Only and LB-Update-Only respectively. In YCSB, with the same method, chang-
ing leaf page size from 32 KB to 4 KB increase the throughput sharply triple or
double. In Linkbench, however, reducing leaf page size from 32 KB to 4 KB has
the maximum throughput improvement are 1.96x, 1.4x, and 1.5x for the original
method, the file-based method, and the boundary-based method respectively.
Note that in Linkbench, small leaf page size optimization lost its effect with
small cache size i.e. 5 GB. The reason is with the same maxid1 value, reducing
the leaf page size from 32 KB to 4 KB increases the number of leaf pages and the
number of internal pages in the B+Tree that lead to collection files and index
files become larger and require more space from the buffer pool to keep the hot
index files in DRAM.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed data fragmentation in MongoDB in detail. The file-
based method is the simplest one that solves the data fragmentation due to
the different lifetime of writes on file types but remains internal fragmentation
caused by asymmetric regions writing. For simple data model in YCSB, the
boundary-based approach is adequate to solve the internal fragmentation that
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shows good performance improvement but lost its benefits with the complex
data model in Linkbench. In addition, reducing the maximum leaf page size in
collection files or index files from 32 KB to 4 KB can gain significant improvement
in throughput in both YCSB and Linkbench. In general, our proposal approaches
can adopt to any storage engine that has similar characteristics with WiredTiger
i.e. asymmetric files writing and asymmetric region writing. Moreover, we expect
to further optimize the WiredTiger storage engine by solving the problem of
boundary-based with complex data model i.e. Linkbench in the next research.
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